Drawing

What is it?

"Drawing is vision on paper," Andrew Loomis.

Why should we do it?
Children will use drawing as a way to express their ideas visually. It starts in early years
and is a fundamental process for working through ideas and recording them in a visual
way. Drawing is one of the early foundations of logical thinking or abstract thought and
it helps them prepare for understanding more difficult concepts.
Drawing is another important form of communication. You can gain an insight into your
child’s thoughts and feelings through their drawings. Being able to express thoughts and
feelings through drawings boosts emotional intelligence.
It supports an active imagination. In drawing children access their imagination, making
physical representations of what’s in their mind.
It helps decision making. When you ask why they drew certain parts the way they did or
why they used certain colours, children can explain their choices.
It enhances motor skills, help improve hand and eye coordination, while fine-tuning their
finger muscles.

The origins of drawing in art....
It is believed that drawing was used as a specialised form of communication before the
invention of the written language, demonstrated by the production of cave and rock
paintings around 30,000 years ago. These drawings, known as pictograms, depicted
objects and abstract concepts.

our Goals and
Objectives
Concepts and key
Vocabulary
Colour, tone, texture,
shape, image, edit,
arrange, place, cover
harden, form, structure,
form, shape, layer,
smooth, detail, design.

Skills
Experimentation
Decisionmaking
Editing
Developing ideas,
Confidence
Using equipment
appropriately.
Imogen, 9yrs
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scope of work
Materials:
Pencils: /graphite/ charcoal/ sketching pencils / pens
/ pastels : oil and chalk/ coloured pencils/ crayon /
inks
Tools:
Non Traditional tools, feathers/ sticks/ straws/
anything!!
Backwards and forwards sketching - slow observational sketching with
slow movements, The speed of looking equals the speed of drawing. Move
your hand from the wrist and move the arks from left to right, backwards
and forwards.
Use hand and eye coordination to check the line to re-see, adjust and
ensure they are intentional. and you get considered and deliberate lines.
Continuous line drawing. This activity requires quiet concentration. The
eye follows the subject and the pen stays on the page. Eye speed =
drawing speed. Dont' worry too much about looking at the page. Go
slowly and focus on the subject you are drawing. Don't worry too much
about looking at the page but go slowly and focus on the subject you are
drawing.
Gestural drawing - This uses energetic actions, fun, quick movements., but
not careless. Try and see the whole shape rather that worry about ant
details and get a rough shape, a quick, sketchy impression of the
composition. Make mistakes! Just keep going until you like what you see.
Build up layers with different colours for shadows and detail.

We want to be able to offer
support in this area now!
Creativity: The capacity to
Imagine, conceive, express or
make something that was not
there before.
(Definition taken from Durham Commission on Creativity and
Education.)
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Artists to research
Leonardo da Vinci
Albrecht Durer
Edgar Degas
Nina Cosford
Christina Rossetti
Enid Blyton

